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then for representations of pairs of posets by means of reduction to represen- 
tations of posets. The reduction was based on the fact that ff a pair of posers 
is of finite representation type, then one of the posets is linearly ordered. 
The tame posets were classified in [13] (see also [16]), and the problem of 
classification of tame pairs of posets naturally arises. In particular, in view of 
the situation with the pairs of posets of finite representation type, one may 
ask whether it is possible to reduce the study of representations of tame pairs 
of posets to the study of representations of tame posers. We answer the 
question in the affirmative and obtain a classification of the tame pairs of 
posets. It turns out that the reduction is more complicated than in the case of 
finite representation type because it is no longer true that one of the posets is 
necessarily linearly ordered. 
The results on representations of pairs of posets apply to the study of a 
certain subcategory of torsionless modules in the category of finitely gener- 
ated modules over the tensor product of finite-dimensional /-hereditary 
algebras of dominant dimension >/1 [3]. That subcategory is an important 
example [1] of the existence of almost split sequences in a subcategory, not 
only in the whole category. We obtain a criterion for tameness of the 
subcategory. 
Section 1 contains the reduction of the problem to representations of 
posers. 
Section 2 contains the classification of tame pairs of posets with the 
application to modules over tensor products of algebras. 
All rings considered are associative with units; all modules are left 
modules. Throughout, K denotes an arbitrary, but fixed, field. All K-algebras 
are finite-dimensional, l modules over algebras are finitely generated. 
1. REDUCTION TO REPRESENTATIONS OF POSETS 
Let S = { Sl, s2 .. . . .  s m } be a finite partially ordered set (poset). Recall 
that the width of S, w(S), is the maximal number of pairwise incomparable 
elements of S. ff x, y ~ S are incomparable, we write x - y. If S is finearly 
ordered, we write S=(m) .  Let T= {tl ,  t ~ . . . . .  tn} be another finite poser. 
The disjoint union of S and T is denoted by S 1_] T. The disjoint union 
(ml ) l  l(m~)l_J . . .  t l (m, )  is denoted by (ml ,  m ~ . . . . .  mr) (as in [4]; the 
disjoint union is called the cardinal sum in [14] and [11]). The poset opposite 
to S is denoted by S °p. Throughout the paper, fix posets S and T. 
Let A= [a,a] be a rectangular matrix over K (a=l ,2  .. . . .  s; f l=  
1, 2 . . . . .  t). Dissect A into rectangular blocks by means of horizontal and 
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vertical ines: 
A= 
b t b z b. 
~ ° ° • 
F& , ... A , . I  } a, 
Following [10, p. 41], we say that A is partitioned into mn blocks A~i of 
dimensions a i × b i (i = 1,2 ... . .  m; J = 1,2 .. . . .  n), or, simply, that A is a 
partitioned matrix of the form A = [A~i ] (i = 1,2 .... , m; j = 1,2 . . . . .  n). The 
integer vector (a l . . . . .  am; bz .. . . .  b,) is called the dimension of the parti- 
tioned matrix A. The collection of blocks A~I, A~ .. . . .  Ai ,  is called the ith 
horizontal strip of A = [Aq], and the collection of blocks A 1., A~., , Am., 
l I " "  I 
the j th  vertical strip. If A is dissected by vertical ines only, i.e. if m = 1, we 
write A = [As] ( j  = 1,2 .. . . .  n). 
We now recall the definitions oI representations of posers and of pairs of 
posets. For the details, the reader is referred to [14] and [11]. A representa- 
tion of the pair of posers (S, T) over K is any partitioned matrix A = [Ai/] 
(i = 1,2 . . . . .  m; j = 1,2 .... ,n). The dimension of the representation is the 
dimension of the partitioned matrix A. Let B = [Bq] be another epresenta- 
tion of (S, T), where block Bq is a c~ × d I matrix. The set of morphisms 
A --* B consists of all pairs of matrices (X ,Y)  satisfying the following condi- 
tions: 
(1) X = [Xii ] is partitioned into m 2 blocks Xij of dimensions ci × a i, and 
Xij = 0 whenever si ~ s i (i, j = 1,2 .. . . .  m). 
(2) Y = [Yii] is partitioned into n z blocks Yii of dimensions di × b i, and 
Yii = 0 whenever t~ ~ t i (i, j = 1, 2 ... . .  n). 
(3) xA  = BY. 
If (X, Y): A --* B and (U, V): B --* C are two morphisms, then (U ,V) . (X ,Y )  
=(UX,  VY). (X ,Y)  is an isomorphism if and only if both X and Y are 
invertible matrices. 
R(S, T) stands for the category of representations of (S, T) over K. The 
category R(T) of representations of the poser T over K is identified with 
R((1), T). 
There is a natural duality between the categories R(S,T) and R(T,S), 
which sends every representation A of (S,T) to A' and every morphism 
(X ,Y ) :A - - *B  in R(S,T) to the morphism (Y',X'):B'--- ,A' in R(T,S), 
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where D'  denotes the transpose of the matrix D. Thus all the properties of 
R(S, T) can be reformulated in terms of R(T, S), which means it suffices to 
study only one of the categories R(S, T) and R(T, S). Because of this, when 
considering representations of (S,T), we will always assume that w(S)<~ 
w(T) .  
We also need an invariant definition of representations of posets given in 
[9]. The category L(S) of representations of poset S over K is defined as 
follows. An object of L(S) is a finite-dimensional K-vector space V together 
with a collection of subspaces _V h ~ V for h = 1,2 .. . . .  m such that sf<~ s h 
implies Vf _ V h. A morphism cp: V ~ W in L(S) is a K-linear map cp: V ~ W 
satisfying cP(Vh) C_ W h for all h. The composition of morphisms is the usual 
composition of maps. 
The relationship between L(S) and category R(S) defined in the Intro- 
duction is described by the following well-known construction. Let A = [Ah] 
be an object of R(S), where a is the number of rows of A. Construct a 
representation V= FA in L(S) as follows. Put V= K a, the space of the 
column vectors of length a (K o = 0), and set V h equal to the subspace of V 
spanned by the columns of all matrices Af such that sf ~ s h. If B = [Bh] is 
another object of R(S) with b the number of rows of B and W = FB, then for 
every morphism (X,Y): A ~ B, put F(X ,Y )  = q0, where q0: V---}W is the 
K-linear map determined by the b × a matrix X with respect o the standard 
bases of K ~= V and K b= W. Let Rep(S) be the full subcategory of R(S) 
determined by the objects with no direct summands isomorphic to ~rs, for 
i = 1,2 . . . . .  m (see [14, pp. 587, 589] for the definition of the matrices 
Io,1, 11.o, Io, o and representations ~rs, ). Then it is well known that: 
(1) F: R(S) --* L(S) is a full and dense additive functor. 
(2) The restriction of F to Rep(S) is a representation equivalence of 
categories, i.e. a htll and dense hmctor which reflects isomorphisms. 
We call a representation A in Rep(S) one-dimensional if FA in L(S) is 
one-dimensional. 
Consider the following construction, which resembles the one in [14, 
p. 592]. Denote by 2 s- the subset of the power set 2 s consisting of all subsets 
{ a l, a~ .. . . .  a p } of S whose elements are pairwise incomparable, 0 ~< p 
w(S). Here the empty subset ~ is included when p = 0. Introduce a partial 
order in 2 s- by putting (a~,a 2 ..... an} <~ {bl, b ~ . . . . .  bq} if for each i=  
1,2 . . . . .  p, there exists a ] (with 1 ~< j~< q) satisfying b i ~<a i. Then the 
nonisomorphic one-dimensional representations of S over K are indexed by 
the elements of 2 s- exactly as in the case of posets of width ~< 2 considered 
in [14, Lemma 1, p. 590]. The significance of the partial order on 2 s- is clear 
from the consideration of morphisms of one-dimensional representations. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose 2 s- = { Pt, t'2 .. . . .  PM ). 
(a) The nonisonmrphic one-dimensional objects of  Rep(S) are of the form 
A(Pi) = [Ah] , where A h = [1] i f  s h ~ Pi, and A h = I I ,o  i f  Sh ~ el, i = 
1,2 ..... M. 
Oo) The rumisonwrphic one-dimensional objects of  L(S) are of  the form 
V(Pi)= FA(Pi), where V(Pi)= V(P~)h= K i f  s <<. s h for some s ~ P i, and 
V( P~)h = O i f  s ~ s h for all s ~ P i, i=1,2 ..... M. 
(c) HOmL(s) (v(e i ) ,v(e i ) )  = K ire, <~ e i, and HOmL(s) (V(P~),V(Pi)) = 0 i f  
e ,~er  
(d) I f  U and W are representations ors  in L(S) isomorphic to direct sums of  
one-dimensional representations, then there exist bases for U and W with 
respect o which the K-vector space HOmL(s)(U, W) corresponds to the 
set of  partitioned matrices X= [X~i ] over K of  fixed dimension 
(bt,...__ bM; a t . . . . .  a~) with Xii 0 whenever Pi ~ P v 
(e) I rA  and B are representations orS over K in Rep(S) of the form 
A = A(P1)a '~A(P2)a~ . ' '  ~A(Pu) ~u (1.1) 
and 
B = A(p1)bt~A(p2)b2~ . . . ~A(PM) bM, (1.2) 
where a i >1 O, b i >t O, and A( pt)d is the direct sum o ld  copies of  A( Pi), 
then: 
(i) For every morphism (X,Y): A ~ B in R(S), X is a partitioned matrix 
over K of  dimension (b l . . . . .  bM; a 1 .. . . .  aM) with Xii = 0 whenever 
(ii) For every partitioned matrix X of  the form described in part (i), there 
exists a matrix Y such that (X,Y): A --* B is a morphism in R(S). 
Proof. (a), (b), (c): Left to the reader. 
(d): We may assume that 
 V(PM) (1.3) 
and 
W = V(p, )b '~v(P~)b*~ . . .  ~V(PM) b'~, (1.4) 
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where the V(Pi)'s are subspaces of U and W, V(Pi)a is the direct sum of d 
copies of V(Pi), aj >~ O, b i >t O. By picking any nonzero vector in each copy 
of V(Pi) inside U and W for all j, we obtain the desired bases for U and W 
according to (c). 
(e): Since V(Pi) = FA(Pi), FA and FB will be of the form (1.3) and (1.4), 
respectively. Then (i) follows from the proof of (d) and from the definition of 
F on morphisms, while (ii) holds because F is a full flmctor. • 
We turn now to representations of the disjoint union S U T. Every 
representation in R(S t_J T) can be written as [A C], where A is a represen- 
tation of S in R(S) and C a representation f T in R(T). 
LEMMA 1.2. (X, W) : [A  C] -o [B D] is a morphism in R(S t_J T) i f  and 
only i f  
Y 0], 
W=[0 Z 
where (X, Y): A --* B is a morphism in R(S) and (X, Z): C ~ D a morph/sm 
in R(T). 
Proof. Straightforward. • 
Denote by RI(S t_/T) the full subcategory of R(S U T) determined by the 
representations [A C] with A a representation f S in Rep(S). Let Rz(S t3 T) 
stand for the hdl subcategory of RI(S [-1 T) determined by the representations 
[A C] with A of the form (1.1). 
COROLLARY 1.3 
(a) For each representation [ A C] in Rz(S t_J T), dissect he matrix C by 
horizontal ines, assigning the first a x consecutive rows of C to the first 
horizontal strip, the next ae consecutive rows to the second horizontal strip, 
and continuing the process so that the last a M consecutive rows of C are 
assigned to the Mth horizontal strip. Denote by C the matrix C dissected by 
its original vertical and the just-introduced horizontal ines. Then C is a 
representation f the pair of posets (2 s- , T). 
0o) Let [A C] and [B D] be objects of R~(S U T). Then 
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is a morphism in R(S U T) i f  and only i f  (X,Y): A--* B is a morphism in 
R(S) and (X, Z): C-~ D a morphism in R(2S-, T). 
(e) The map G: R2(S U T) --* R(2S-,T) given bg G[A C] = C, and 
z 
is a representation equivalence of categories. 
(d) I f  w(S) <~ 2, then RI(S U T) is representation equivalent to R(2 s- , T). 
Proof. (a): Obvious. 
(b) follows from I_emma 1.2 and Proposition 1.1(eXi). 
(c): We leave it to the reader to check that G is an additive functor. That 
the functor G is full follows from part (b) and Proposition 1.1(e)(fi). Part (a) 
implies G is dense, i.e., every object of R(2 s- , T) is isomorphic to an image 
of G. Show G reflects isomorphisms. Let (X, Z): C ~ D be an isomorphism 
in R(2 s-, T). Then X and Z are invertible matrices. We have to show Y is 
invertible. But (X, Y): A --* B is a morphism by part (b), and F(X, Y) is an 
isomorphism because X is invertible. Since F reflects isomorphisms, (X, Y) is 
an isomorphism, and Y is invertible. 
(d): Since w(S) ~< 2, [14, Lemma 1, p. 590] implies that the fldl subeate- 
gory R2(S U T) of RI(S U T) is dense, i.e., every object of RI(S U T) is 
isomorphic to an object of Rg(S U T). Then the inclusion functor R2(S U T) 
RI(S U T) is an equivalence of categories. Let H: RI(S U T) --, R~(S U T) 
be an inverse equivalence; then GH: RI(S II T) --* R(2 s- , T) is a representa- 
tion equivalence ofcategories by part (c). • 
REMARK 1.4. If w(S) = 1, i.e. S -- (m), then 2 s- = (m + 1), and Corollary 
1.3(d) is a generalization of the argument in [11, Proof of Theorem 2, 
pp. 614-615]. 
COROLLARY 1.5. In the setting of Corollary 1.3, we have: 
(a) I f  C = G [ A C ] and r) = G [ n D ] are objects of the same dimension 
in R(2S-,T), then the objects [A C] and [B D] are of the same dimension 
in R(S U T). 
(b) I f  [ A C] runs through all objects of a flxed dimension in R~(S U T), 
then there are only a finite number of possible values for the dimension of 
C=G[A C] in R(2S-,T). 
(c) I f  w(S) <~ 2, then the poset S U T and the pair of posets (2 s- , T) are 
of  the same representation type for all T. 
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Proof. (a): Here A and B are of the form (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, 
where the exponents a1 .... .  a M and b 1 . . . . .  b u are equal to the numbers of 
rows in the first .. . . .  M-th horizontal strips of C and D, respectively, 
according to the definition of functor G. Since C and D are of the same 
dimension, we have a l=b I .... , au=bu;  hence [A C],[B D] are of the 
same dimension. 
(b): There are only finitely many ways to dissect a given matrix by 
horizontal lines into a fixed number of horizontal strips. 
(c): Since the category R(S t_/T) has only finitely many more isomor- 
phism classes of indecomposable objects than RI(S t_J T), Corollary 1.3(d) 
implies that S t_J T is of finite or wild representation type ff and only if 
(2 s- , T) is. That S t_J T is of tame representation type ff and only ff (2 s- , T) 
is follows from parts (a) and (b). Another proof that S tJ T is tame ff and only 
ff (2 s- , T) is can be given using Drozd's theorem mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion. Namely, since every matrix problem is either tame or wild, and since 
S t_J T is wild if and only if (2 s- , T) is, we obtain that S t2 T is tame if and 
only if (2 s- , T) is. • 
2. TAME PAIRS OF POSETS 
Throughout this section, we assume the pair of posets (S, T) is tame with 
w(S) ~ w(T). 
L~.MMA 2.1. I f  w(S) > 1, then w(S) = w(T)  = 2. 
Proof. If the width of one of the posets exceeds 2, then T contains a 
subset of the form (1,1,1). By assumption, S contains a subset of the form 
(1,1). Show that the pair of posets ((1,1),(1,1,1)) is wild; then so is (S, T). 
Corollary 1.5(c) implies that the pair of posets ((1,1),(1,1,1)) is of the same 
representation type as the disjoint union of posets 
( a <b,  a <c, b<d,  c <d,  b-  c) U(1,1,1). 
The latter is of width 5, hence wild by [13]. 
LEMMA 2.2. I f  w(S) = w(T)  = 2, then neither S nor T has a subset of  
the form (1, 2). 
Proof. Suppose T contains a subset of the form (1,2), and show the pair 
(S, T) is wild. Since w(S)= 2, it suffices to show the wildness of the pair 
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((1,1), (1,2)), which is of the same representation type as the disjoint union of 
posers 
( a <b, a <c, b <d, c <d, b-  c) l l(1,2), 
according to Corollary 1.5(e). But the above disjoint union is wild because it 
has a subset of the form (1,1,1,2) (see [13]). • 
THEOREM 2.3. I f  w(S) <~ w(T), then the pair of posets (S, T) is tame i f  
and only i f  one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) S = (1), and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,2), 
(2,2,3), (1,3,4), (1,2,6), N U(5), where N= ( at < az, bt < b2, bx < a2} and 
no other elements are comparable. 
(b) S = (2), and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1,1), (1,1, 2), (3, 4), 
(2,6). 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(1,2). 
S = (3), and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1), (2,3), (1,6). 
S = (4), and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1), (2,2), (1,4). 
S = (5), and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1), (2,2), (1,3). 
S = (6), and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1), (2,2), (1,3), N. 
S = (m) with m >1 7, and T contains no subset of the form (1,1,1), 
(h) S contains a subset of the form (1,1), but neither S nor T contains a 
subset of the form (1,1,1), (1,2). 
Proof. It was proved in [13] (see also [16]) that a poset T is tame ff and 
only ff it satisfies the conditions of part (a) of the theorem. The proof that 
each of the conditions (b)-(g) is necessary and sufficient is essentially the 
same as the proof of [11, Theorem 2, p. 614] in the case of finite representa- 
tion type. Namely, Corollary 1.5(c) together with Remark 1.4 implies that the 
pair of posets ((m), T) is tame if and only if the poset (m - 1)U T is tame, 
m >1 2. Then part (a) applies to the poser (m - 1)tJ T. 
Before considering each of the eases (b)-(g) separately, we need the 
following observations for the proof of the sufficiency. It is easy to see that if 
T satisfies the condition of the theorem for S = (m), m > 1, then T satisfies 
the conditions of the theorem for all S =( r )  with r < m, in particular, 
condition (a). Hence T contains no poset from (a), and (m - 1) U T contains a
poset R from (a) if and only if R is isomorphic to ( r -  1)t_J T 1, where T 1 is a 
subset of T and 2 ~< r ~< m. This is because very subset of the disjoint union 
A l l  B is the disjoint union Altd B t, where A t and B t are subsets of A and 
B, respectively. Taking the values of m in ascending order, i.e. m = 2, 3,... ,  
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we will show for each m that if T satisfies the condition of the theorem for 
S = (m) and R is a poset from (a) isomorphic to (m-  1)t_J T l for some T 1, 
then T does not contain T I. This will imply that (m-  1)tl T contains no 
poset from (a) isomorphic to (r - 1)t_J T 1 for some T 1 with 2 ~< r < m. Really, 
T satisfies the condition of the theorem for S = (r), and that case has already 
been considered because r < m. Thus (m - 1)U T contains no poser from (a), 
hence is tame, and so is the pair ((m), T). 
We now look at each of the cases (b)-(g). 
Show condition (b) is necessary, ff T has a subset of the form (1,1,1,1), 
(1,1,2), (3,4), or (2,6), then (1)UT has a subset of the form (1,1,1,1,1), 
(1,1,1,2), (1,3,4), or (1,2,6), respectively, and is wild by (a). For the 
sufficiency, show that if T satisfies (b) and R is a poser from (a) isomorphic 
to (1)l IT l for some T 1, then T does not contain T 1. Posets (2,2,2) and 
N U(5) are not isomorphic to (1)U T I. Each of the posets (1,1,1,1,1), 
(1,1,1,2), (1,3,4), (1,2,6) has a unique (up to isomorphism) representation as 
(1)U T I, with T 1 of the form (1,1,1,1), (1,1,2), (3,4), (2,6), respectively. But 
no T: of that form is a subset of T, by (b). 
Show condition (c) is necessary. If T has a subset of the form (1,1,1), 
(2,3), or (1,6), then (2)11T contains a subset of the form (1,1,1,2), (2,2,3), or 
(1,2,6), respectively, and is wild by (a). For the sufficiency, prove that if T 
satisfies (c) and R is a peset from (a) isomorphic to (2)U T 1, for some T 1, 
then T does not contain T 1. The pesets (1,1,1,1,1), (1,3,4), n U(5) are not 
isomorphic to (2)LJ T:. Each of the posets (1,1,1,2), (2,2,3), (1,2,6) has a 
unique (up to isomorphism) representation as (2)1_17'1, with T 1 of the form 
(1,1,1), (2,3), (1,6), respectively. But no T t of that form is a subset of T, 
by (c). 
Show condition (d) is necessary, ff T contains a subset of the form 
(1,1,1), (2,2), or (1,4), then (3)UT contains a subset of the form (1,1,1,2), 
(2,2,3), or (1,3, 4), respectively, and is wild by (a). For the sufficiency, show 
that if T satisfies (d) and R is a poser from (a) isomorphic to (3)11T 1 for 
some T 1, then T does not contain T 1. The posets (1,1,1,1,1), (1,1,1,2), 
(1,2,6), N 1_/(5) are not isomorphic to (3)U T 1. Each of the posets (2,2,3) and 
(1, 3, 4) has a unique (up to isomorphism) representation as (3)tA T1, with T 1 
of the form (2,2) and (1,4), respectively. No T 1 of that form is a subset of T, 
by (d). 
Show condition (e) is necessary. H T has a subset of the form (1,1,1), 
(2,2), or (1,3), then (4)UT has a subset of the form (1,1,1,2), (2,2,3), or 
(1,3,4), respectively, and is wild by (a). For the sufficiency, note that (1,3,4) 
is the only poset from (a) isomorphic to (4)'1T l, with T 1 of the form (1,3). 
But (1,3) is not a subset of T, by (e). 
Show condition (f) is necessary, ff T contains a subset of the form (1,1,1), 
(2,2), (1,3), or N, then (5)U T contains a subset of the form (1,1,1,2), 
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(2,2,3), (1,3,4), or N tA(5), respectively, and is wild by (a). For the suf- 
ficiency, note that N If (5) is the only poset from (a) isomorphic to (5)tA T 1. 
But N is not a subset of T, by (f). 
Show condition (g) is necessary. If T contains a subset of the form (1,1,1) 
or (1,2), then (m - I)IA T contains a subset of the form (1,1,1,2) or (1,2,6), 
respectively, since m >/7. Hence (m-  l)t_J T is wild by (a). For the suf- 
ficiency, note that (1, 2, 6) is the only poset from (a) isomorphic to (m - 1)tA T 1 
for m >1 7, with T x = (1,2). But (1,2) is not a subset of T, by (g). 
It remains to show that (h) is a necessary and sufficient condition when 
w(S) >~ 2. The necessity of (h) follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. To 
prove the sufficiency of (h), it suffices to show that the pair of posets 
(2 s- , T) is tame, since S °p is a subset of 2 s- . But (2 s- , T) is tame if and only 
if S II T is tame, according to Corollary 1.5(c). And (h) guarantees that S tAT 
is a tame poset by part (a). • 
REMARK 2.4. In proving Theorem 2.3, we obtained that in the setting of 
the theorem, i f  w(S) = 2, then (S,T) is tame if and only i f  (2S-,T) is tame. 
Therefore, S satisfies (h) i f  and only i f  2 s- does.. The latter property admits 
an easy combinatorial proof. 
REMARK 2.5. AS follows from [11, Theorem 2, p. 614], every tame pair 
of  posets (S, T) with S = ( m ) and m >1 7 is @finite representation type. 
Let A be a K-algebra. Recall [2] that A is called /-hereditary if every 
nonzero homomorphism of indecomposable projective A-modules is a mono- 
morphism. The complete set of pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable 
projective modules of such an algebra forms a finite poset by putting P ~< Q 
if there exists a nonzero homomorphism P--* Q. An easy example is the 
incidence algebra K(S) of a finite poset S. Here K(S) is the K-algebra with 
the generators (x, g) for g < x and the relations 
(x,y)o(.,v)=8(y,.)o(x,v), 
where x, y, u, v ~ S and 8 is the Kroneeker symbol. Recall that A is said to 
be of dominant dimension >/n (denoted by domdim A >/n) if its minimal 
injeetive resolution 
0~A ~Io(A)  ~ Ix (A) - , . - "  -~I,~(A) ~- - .  
has the property that Ira(A) is projective for all 0 ~< m < n (if dom dim A >/1, 
A is called a 1-Gorenstein algebra in [3]). 
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Recall that a module is ca/led torsionless ff it is isomorphic to a submodule 
of a projective module. A module is called cotorsionless if it is isomorphic to a 
factor module of an injective module. 
Let A and A be K-algebras. Denote by C(A ® A) the hdl subcategory of
K 
the category of (finitely generated) A ® A-modules determined by the mod- 
K 
ules which are torsionless as A-modules and cotorsionless as A-modules. The 
following statement relates category C(A ® A) to representations of pairs of 
K 
posets. It is proved in the fidl version (unpublished) of [3]; the proof uses 
arguments similar to those in [3, pp. 415-416]. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let S and T be finite posets having least elements and 
greatest elements. Then the category C(K(S) ® K(T)) is equivalent o the 
K 
category of  rapresentations of the pair of  posets (S, T) over K. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let K be algebraically closed, A and A basic con- 
nected l-hereditary K-algebras of  dominant dimension >~ 1. Let S and T be the 
posets formed by the nonisomorphic ndecomposable proiective A-modules 
and A-modules, respectively, and suppose w( S ) <~ w( T ). Then C( A ® A) is 
K 
of  tame representation type i f  and only i f  S and T satisfy one of the 
conditions (a)-(h) of Theorem 2.3. 
Proofi The endomorphism ring d a simple module over A or over A is 
isomorphic to K, since K is algebraically dosed. Then it follows from [3, pp. 
423-425] that A = K(S) and A---K(T), where both S and T have least 
elements and greatest elements. It remains to apply Proposition 2.6. • 
The author is grateful to the referee, whose suggestions have helped to 
improve the presentation. 
Added in Proof. The proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are not complete. To 
correct this, we construct hall embeddings into R((1,1), (1,1,1)) and into 
R((1,1), (1,2)) of the category of finite-dimensional (over K) modules over 
the free algebra on two indeterminates. The first embedding sends every pair 
of u × u matrices (M, N)  to the partitioned matrix A = [Aq] with A n = 
At2 = At3 = A2t --- I, A m = M, A2a = N; the other sends (M, N)  to the 
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partitioned matrix 
[0  , ]  
B --- [B,s ] with/3~1 = e~l = I o ' 
[/l [o 1 
where t I - t i for j = 1, 2 and t 2 < t z. 0 and I are the zero and identity u x u 
matrices, respectively. 
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